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1 Introduction & Objectives

As part of the EU-project *Increasing the resilience of forest ecosystems against climate change in the Southern Caucasus through forest transformation* a one day training module for forestry professionals and administrating bodies shall be offered\(^1\). The training shall give a first insight of the topic to the participants by addressing a theoretical background on climate change, transfer to the adaption in other countries with case studies and a final debating part developing commonly local-specific next steps for the region.

The module will illustrate the environmental and social risks as a consequence of climate change as described in the accompanying report of the project \(^2\)for the forest sector in Southern Caucasus region. The participants shall be enabled to analyse their situation and develop mechanism to adapt to future challenges due to climate change for the forest sector.

The objective of the manual itself is to deliver adequate tools for adaptive forest management planning and forest transformation on the one – and decisional assistance on the other hand. The development of strategies and silvicultural guidelines adapting to the climate change will be part of another publication within the frame of this project \(^3\).

---

\(^1\) Three one-day-trainings with specific local focus shall be hold in the three participating project countries Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia in February 2014.


\(^3\) Published in the near future by WWF – Author M. Garforth, an international forestry expert.
2 Methods

The training module contains five main topics, such as

a) Introduction
b) Global Situation
c) European Response
d) Current Caucasian Situation
e) Implementation options in Caucasus

These topics are divided into four key parts:

1. The training shall be initiated with sensitising questions reflecting the opinion of the audience towards climate change. This is followed by a brief description of the scope of climate change worldwide, in Europe – and finally specifically in the Caucasus region and especially its impact on forestry.

2. Training exercises
   This is the core part of the workshop. Participants are taught to identify potential environmental and socio-economical dangers due to the ongoing climate change in their local region. This should aim at very precise cases in their forest management areas.

3. Presentation of a European case study
   Participants are provided with an insider view to how other countries such as Germany have already developed policies and standard procedures to combat this risk-category, presented with examples of good practice and conducting of case studies.

4. Outlook and closing debate
   At this closing stage of the training participants are invited to brainstorm of what they consider to be needed in future. Next steps shall be developed commonly in order introduce or improve forestry risk management systems.
3 Warm up with Audience

To get the training started it is essential to define the baseline. This aims at:
- an understanding of the audiences’ state of knowledge about climate change;
- helps to evaluate progresses in this understanding;
- adapting the training material for other training sessions.

The introducing PowerPoint-Slide – after the formal introduction–shall be an eye-catching provoking question such as:

_Do you think climate change exists - or is it just an invention of scientists and environmental organizations hoping for new funds?_

After a short discussion about this the trainer asks the audience to fill out a little questionnaire (see Error! Reference source not found. about the knowledge and thoughts about consequences of climate change).
4 Climate Change and Forests

4.1 Weather versus Climate

In order to define ‘climate’ it is important to distinguish it from ‘weather’. The weather that can be experienced on a day-to-day basis is a momentary atmospheric state characterized by temperature, precipitation, wind, etc. It seems to vary in an irregular way, not following any particular pattern. When considering longer time scales weather can be seen to vary in a recurrent way on global, regional or local scale. This is referred as climate. In contrast to the instantaneous conditions described by weather, climate is described with average values (e.g. annual average or mean temperature), but also typical variability (e.g. seasonal maximum/minimum temperatures) and frequency of extremes such as monsoons/hurricanes/cyclones. The timescale upon which climate statistics are calculated is typically thirty years (e.g. 1981–2010).

With increasing industrialization in the last 50 years and related combustion of fossil fuels the amount of so-called greenhouse gases (CO₂, CH₄, N₂O, etc.) has risen extremely. This is...
called men-made climate change. These greenhouse gases lead to an obvious temperature rise - in its speed significantly different from previous hot and cold periods.

![Human influences on the atmosphere during the industrial era (Source: IPCC 2001, compiled by M. Prather)](image)

**Figure 2** Human influences on the atmosphere during the industrial era.

### 4.2 Reaction on Climate Change of United Nations

As stated on the IPCC-Website\(^iii\): The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is the leading international body for the assessment of climate change. It was established by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) in 1988 to provide the world with a clear scientific view on the current state of knowledge in climate change and its potential environmental and socio-economic impacts. In the same year, the UN General Assembly endorsed the action by WMO and UNEP in jointly establishing the IPCC.

The IPCC is a scientific body under the auspices of the United Nations (UN). It reviews and assesses the most recent scientific, technical and socio-economic information produced worldwide relevant to the understanding of climate change. It does not conduct any research nor does it monitor climate related data or parameters.

![Constitution of IPCC in 1988 (PanForestal own illustration)](image)

**Figure 3** Constitution of IPCC in 1988 (PanForestal own illustration)
4.1 Climate and Forests

The climate change has indeed an impact on forests. Climate change has several impacts on forests like the composition of tree species, loss of biodiversity, more calamities are recorded and in most areas heat-resistant tree species are advantageous. Due to flooding in some areas and erosion increase the ecosystem services of the forests like delivering drinking water, Non-Timber-Products will be less, negative impact on air-cleaning capacity diminish. This all leads to a total decrease of high forests while shrubs increase as well as desertification.

**Figure 4 Direct Impacts of Climate Change on Forests (PanForestal 2014, adapted from FAO 2012)**

- **Forest Area**
  - Reduction: boreal, tropical and mountain forests
  - Increase: Temperate Forests (towards poles)
  - Deforestation because of unsustainable land use

- **Health & Vitality**
  - Increment rises in some areas because of CO₂
  - Temperature rise increases insect pests (bark beetle)
  - Dryer weather leads to higher acidification of soil (causes nutrient leakage)

- **Abiotic Impact**
  - Increasing of Storms / Heavy Rainfalls
  - Droughts & Fires

- **Biodiversity**
  - Tendency of species to move to higher latitude or altitude
  - Earlier flowering / phenological changes, influencing other inhabitants of Forest Ecosystems
4.2 Climate Change in the Caucasus

The last decades brought already an increase of the air-temperature to the South Caucasus (s. Figure 5 Change of Air-Temperature between 1935-2008 in Armenia, 1936-2005 in Georgia, 1960-2005 in Azerbaijan).

In their 2nd national communications to the UNFCC, all three countries presented projections for changes in precipitation and temperature based on the results of modelling. All the projections indicated that the mean annual temperature will increase significantly by the end of the present century. Projections based on the A2 emission scenario were: 1.8 °C - 5.2 °C and 3.5 °C - 4.9 °C, in western and eastern Georgia, respectively (see Figure 6 Forecasted Changes of Mean Air Temperature Figure 7 Forecasted Changes of Precipitation (Source: UNDP 2011, in ENVSEC 2011)).

While the projections for temperature appear clear cut, there were discrepancies in the projections for precipitation (see Figure 7 Forecasted Changes of Precipitation (Source: UNDP 2011, in ENVSEC 2011)).

Although there are still uncertainties of how exactly the climate in the Caucasus region is changing – it is evident that there is a change in a so far by mankind inexperienced pace is going on.

Figure 5
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**Figure 6** Forecasted Changes of Mean Air Temperature (Source: UNDP 2011*, in ENVSEC 2015*)

**Figure 7** Forecasted Changes of Precipitation (Source: UNDP 2011*, in ENVSEC 2015*)
5 European Cases – Adapting to Climate Change

Although each country has its own forestry tradition with its own specifications the ecological and social impact of climate change is global. So even if the living conditions, the values and the history of every country are unique, it might be worth to share experiences from other areas on dealing with the consequences of this phenomenon.

5.1 Case I – Forest Calamities in the German Federal State Baden-Württemberg

The German constitution grants the federal states sovereignty about their forestry legislation – as long as they stay in the frame of the Federal Forest Act. So each federal state has formulated an own Land Forest Act accordingly on which forest owners have to orientate their management and the forest policies are stipulated.

5.1.1 Description of the Case: Forestry Sector Baden-Württemberg 1980-2000

In this case study the focus is laid on the federal state of Baden-Württemberg which has changed its forest policies in the last 25 years quite progressively. In the 1980’s more and more calamities hit the German forest sector. Subsequently of the Acid Rain (caused by coal firing power plants, intensive animal husbandry and transport) a lot of the mountainous forests all over Germany suffered of the “Waldsterben” (Forest Dieback). Although the air pollution with SO₂ was reduced due to filters and catalysers the debate lingered on and produced a hypercritical public opinion against the forestry sector. At the same time the price for timber decreased as the timber market was more and more internationalised. The years of 1990 started with the strongest storms by the name of “Vivian & Wiebke” that the sector experience so far. The storm years were always followed by insect calamities (mostly Ips typographus) spreading out easily in the damaged monoculture stands.

The next figure shows clearly that:

- Although the share of spruce has been “only” 45% - its wind-throw share was significantly higher (63%)
- All the other tree species were damaged less than their share in the forest stands.
The following figure shows the share of the so called “Randomly Harvest” (meaning caused by calamities) of the total cut since the early 80’s. The red arrows indicate climatic extreme events like storms and an extraordinary heat-wave in 2003.

Summarizing this case Baden-Württemberg´s forestry sector faced the following factors:
- Environmental Frame:
  - Acid Rain (due to intensive animal husbandry and transport) causing soil acidification and in succession forest dieback
With dryer summers and after storms more and more Picea Abies –stands are seriously damaged by bark beetles

- Social-Economical Frame:
  - „Waldsterben“ (Forest Dieback)-Debate at early 1980´s creating hypercritical public opinion against Forestry Sector;
  - From 1980´s Wood prices were sinking – labour costs rising – the forestry sector did not work profitable anymore

- Climate
  - Less total precipitation
  - More heavy precipitation
  - More storms
  - Rising temperature

5.1.2 Case Study - Interactive Part: Brainstorm on Solutions

Interactive Part:
In the next 60 minutes the audience shall:
- Form groups á 4-6 persons;
- Discuss the Case of the forestry sector under the following questions (20 min/group):
  - What are the priority fields of action?
  - How shall the forest administration react on the increasing calamities?
- Make a small presentation in their language (10min/group);
- Discuss presentation in their language (5min/Presentation).

5.1.3 Case Study: What did Baden-Württemberg do?
The forest administration on ministry level had to admit that its promoting of Spruce as the Cash-Cow of forestry has created the problem in the first place. With scientific aid the natural tree species of Baden-Württemberg was recapitulated and a new guiding principle was developed: The close-to-nature-forestry, meaning:

- Identify the Natural Potential Forest Associations (Today rather the Potential Forest Cover- PFC) vs. Actual Forest Cover (AFC);
- In State Forests develop steps towards PFC;
- More “biological automation”- meaning less planting/thinning more natural regeneration;
- In private forests – set incentives to develop more close to nature systems.

The following development displays the historical and targeted development of tree species distribution by the forestry administration.
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With the beginning of the 90’s Baden-Württemberg concretized its new guiding principles with the development of the 19 so-called WET (Forest-Development-Types). These are aiding the foresters to transform unstable monoculture / conifer stands towards more close-to-nature stands. The Forest-Development-Types define status situation and describe the vision/goals for a stand based on tree-species-shares, e.g.:

- Labile Spruce with goal Beech-Mixed Stand Beech 40 – 70% other Deciduous 20 - 40% other Conifers 0 – 30%
- Pine with goal Beech-Conifer-Mixed Stand Beech 30 – 80% other Deciduous 0 – 30% Pine (Conifer) 10 – 40%.

These WET are based on actual stand-factors (e.g. soil-type/-structure, actual/potential forest cover, etc.) which are monitored on a regularly basis of ten years and then finalised in the forest management planning. In sense of real Adaptive Forest Management (AFM) the WET are also under an ongoing revision as forest and climate science adding new facts and the societal demand changes.

During 2006-2010 a new planning instrument was developed – the Mapping of Potential Future Tree Ranges were developed for the major species Spruce, Beech, Oak for each forest district. As the debate on climate change impacts on ecosystems is of great relevance to trees, as these take many years to reach maturity, and given their sessile growth strategy they are especially vulnerable to rapid changes in climatic conditions.
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By official acknowledgement of the Minister of Forestry the forest administrations are committed to take these maps into account when developing their WET and management plans.

For next case: Please look up the MANFRED Project – where this kind of mapping is used to make a coherent climate-change-adaptive management for the whole Alpine region.
6 Foresters in the Caucasus
Starting Situation – Climatic Impact

Looking at the nowadays forests in the Southern Caucasus area a study of 2011 has shown that only 4 mil ha of the potentially 9 mil ha forest area are left. Absolute and percentage losses vary between bioclimatic region with losses of up to about 90% in the South Uplands and Dry Plains and Ridges regions, between 50% and 75% in the East Caucasus, Southern Lesser Caucasus and the Hyrcan regions, and 42.91% in the Colchic region.

6.1 Expected Impact on Forest Ecosystems

A study conducted by WWF on 2011 made visible at to what extent the forests will be affected by an ongoing climatic change unto the year 2080. The study oriented itself on the above mentioned climate scenarios of the IPCC 2007 – focussing on the A2 and B2 scenarios, meaning:

The A2 scenarios are of a more divided world. The A2 family of scenarios is characterized by:
- A world of independently operating, self-reliant nations.
- Continuously increasing population.
- Regionally oriented economic development.

The B2 scenarios are of a world more divided, but more ecologically friendly. The B2 scenarios are characterized by:
- Continuously increasing population, but at a slower rate than in A2.
- Emphasis on local rather than global solutions to economic, social and environmental stability.
- Intermediate levels of economic development.
- Less rapid and more fragmented technological change than in A1 and B1.

Exemplarily visualized is the modelled range of hornbeam (Carpinus) today and in 2080 under the more and the less favourable scenario:
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Figure 12 Present Modelled Range of Hornbeam (WWF 2011)

Figure 13 A2a (Economic Growth) Modelled Range of Hornbeam in 2080 (WWF 2011)

Figure 14 B2a (Ecologically Sound) Modelled Range of Hornbeam 2080 (WWF 2011)
As displayed - the biological components of forest formations will respond to changes in the climate as they have always done: some components of some formations may do better; others do worse; generally, the range of suitability for the present day forest formations will change. The models which were run in the study predict that conditions in the southern Caucasus will become less suitable for most forest classes that occur in the region; overall there could be a reduction of 8% of the AFM (Actual Forest Cover) under the ecologically more favorable climate scenario (B2) and a reduction of 33% under the ecologically less favorable climate scenario (A2) until 2080. As to be seen in the following table the losses will be strongest in Azerbaijan and Armenia and a bit less in Georgia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Forest Classes</th>
<th>Armenia</th>
<th>Azerbaijan</th>
<th>Georgia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B2A</td>
<td>A2A</td>
<td>B2A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry woodlands</td>
<td>162.18%</td>
<td>289.90%</td>
<td>25.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>235.13%</td>
<td>30.14%</td>
<td>33.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betula etc</td>
<td>-96.87%</td>
<td>-99.27%</td>
<td>-81.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-95.34%</td>
<td>-91.16%</td>
<td>-77.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buxus</td>
<td>-100.00%</td>
<td>-100.00%</td>
<td>5.66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-25.35%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carpinus</td>
<td>-11.39%</td>
<td>-100.00%</td>
<td>-46.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-90.15%</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castanea</td>
<td>-92.03%</td>
<td>-100.00%</td>
<td>-98.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13.37%</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fagus</td>
<td>-41.95%</td>
<td>-100.00%</td>
<td>-65.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-96.66%</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrotia</td>
<td>126.25%</td>
<td>-100.00%</td>
<td>-48.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-95.10%</td>
<td></td>
<td>23.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picea Abies</td>
<td>-3.29%</td>
<td>-100.00%</td>
<td>-57.39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-100.00%</td>
<td></td>
<td>-23.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinus pta</td>
<td>-55.56%</td>
<td>-94.70%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quercus, Pinus</td>
<td>-15.84%</td>
<td>-49.04%</td>
<td>-50.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-74.70%</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quer casta</td>
<td>38.93%</td>
<td>-100.00%</td>
<td>-52.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-94.77%</td>
<td></td>
<td>15.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quer pedun</td>
<td>104.99%</td>
<td>-100.00%</td>
<td>-62.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-98.45%</td>
<td></td>
<td>40.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxus</td>
<td>-58.60%</td>
<td>-100.00%</td>
<td>-75.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-98.54%</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zelkova</td>
<td>-79.78%</td>
<td>-100.00%</td>
<td>63.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49.44%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>-2.37%</td>
<td>-52.08%</td>
<td>-36.59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-62.08%</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-11.05%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Losses According to selected IPCC Scenarios in 2080 (WWF, 2011)

6.2 Cases of South Caucasus: Transformation Plots of the WWF in Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia

Taking into account the above described expected extent of climate change in the South-Caucasus Region WWF started on 1st March 2011 an EU-financed project for mitigation. The Project is aiming to increase the resilience of forest ecosystems in the Southern Caucasus against climate change impacts and to improve biodiversity and livelihoods of local populations.

To achieve this the project has begun to transform pilot plots in six monoculture / instable forest stands (two per country) into highly resilient, “close to nature” forest stands as role...
models for other transformation plots. Starting with acknowledging essential requirements given by the impact of climate change:

- As the pace and the exact course of climate-change impacts depends on ever changing variables – each respond stays a guess within statistical borders
- The one perfect forest formation (or tree species composition) resisting all possible odds stays unpredictable.

- Other forest area show – the less vertical structured a stand and the less stable the individual trees – the higher the risk of wind-throw or snow-breakage
- The more area stays covered by forests the more mitigation of effects like landslides, erosion and avalanches.

- Enriching monoculture stands structurally and genetically with native species (if possible of dryer proveniences of the region) is a solution for uncertainty and minimizes the risk of a total loss at the same time
- Ensuring an exchange of genetic pools on a landscape level (via corridors and nurseries) is necessary to enable adaption of forest formations in the long run

Figure 15 WWF Basic Approach on Responding Climate Change Impacts (PanForestal 2014)

The next described cases shall give a rough picture of lessons learnt on six plots were WWF and its contractors conducted. To choose the pilot plots WWF developed selection criteria for them as shown here:

Table 2 Selection Criteria for Transformation Pilot Sites (WWF 2011, compiled by PanForestal 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature conservation</th>
<th>Silvicultural/Ecological</th>
<th>Social/ economic / legal</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-Biodiversity indicators occurrence of endemic and/or endangered species - Importance to connect fragmented habitats (eco-corridor)</td>
<td>-Canopy cover -Dimension of the forest stand (average height and diameter) -Hydrological, soil and nutrient situation -Capacity of natural regeneration -Availability of site adapted planting material -Protective function of forest stand -Flood water protection -Water protection zone -Erosion Protection - Risk factors: Grazing / Fire</td>
<td>-Support and interest of local population and local government -Possibilities of involvement of local population in work process -Distance to villages -Importance for recreation and environmental education / -Land tenure -Status of forest land -Legal restrictions for forest transformation measures</td>
<td>- Sustainability of the action -Commitment of landowner -Capacity of land owner -Possibility of follow-up financing -Visibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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6.2.1 Set up of Pilot Plot

After identifying suitable pilot sites for transformation and adaptation measures the project staff took the following steps to implement the transformation plot:

- Sign MoU (Memorandum of Understanding) with authority (owner / administrator).
- Brief description of pilot sites (Location Ownership, Structure, etc.);
- Climate-/site-Conditions, communities neighbouring;
- Existing tree- and bush-species.
- Involve stakeholders (local NGO, ministry, community, forestry sector, UNDP, etc.)
- Develop information campaign (communication strategy, leaflets, posters, etc.)
- Determine Potential Forest Cover & surrounding forest ecosystem (for connection to landscape level and potential natural regeneration), inventarize Actual Forest Cover and current land use;
- Select measures to be taken: Natural regeneration, planting (composition/compound), Fencing, etc.

Figure 16 Implementation Scheme of Cases in South Caucasus (PanForestal 2013 according to WWF 2011)

6.2.2 Case Examples for Implementing Steps

The forests of Noyemberyan FE are located on the Gugarac Mountain Chain of the Small Caucasus mountain system, in the North-western forest region of Armenia. The highest Mountain is Mets Kanach Sar with the peak of 1,896 m (Mets Srbasar).

The selected pilot areas are currently used for timber harvesting and collection of fruits, berries and hay-making. Grazing is carried out only in some areas.

Model Natural Forest Type (according to Natural-Geographical Forest Vegetation Zone and Vertical Zone) for the Pilot Site Area.

The selected pilot area belongs to the lower forest zone, where the oak-hornbeam mixed stands are prevalent.

The matching tree and shrub species for the pilot sites in Koghb forest district area are as follows:
- Pine - Pinus silvestris L.
- Oak - Quercus iberica stev.
• Wall-nut - Juglans regia L.
• Maple - Acer campestre L.
• Ash - Fraxinus excelsior L
• Apple - Malus orientalis Uglitzkich
• Elm - Ulmus parvifolia Jacq.
• Cornelian cherry - Cornus mas L.
• Hawthorn - Crataegus caucasica
• Dog-rose - Rosa canina

The pilot area has been divided in several subplots (see Figure 17 Planned Subdivided Pilot Plots in Noyemberyan Area - Implemented Sites Differing (WWF 2011)) to enable planning of measures. In each plot has the existing vegetation (with focus on woody plants) been inventoried and taken into consideration when implementing the planting scheme. No bushes or else have been removed.

Figure 17 Planned Subdivided Pilot Plots in Noyemberyan Area - Implemented Sites Differing (WWF 2011)

The exemplary planting scheme for Quercus iberica stev. as main and Fraxinus Excelsior / Malus orientalis Uglitzkich as accompanying species is displayed in the next figure.
6.2.3 Cases Country Specific Lessons Learnt

Depending on training location the trainer will here take a closer look on the lessons learnt in this country the training is actual taking place – while experiences in neighbouring countries will stay on an abstract level. Preferably shall the measures of one pilot site be described by an involved forester and/or the country coordinator of WWF.

6.2.3.1 Case Armenia

Noyemberyan: Stabilize Natural Succession with Local Support
Spitak: Transformation at the Tree Limit
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Figure 19 Fieldtrip Findings of Armenian Forestry (PanForestal 2014)
6.2.3.2 Case Caucasus: Azerbaijan
Non-Timber-Forest Products for Locals and Enriching River Banks

Figure 20 Fieldtrip Findings of Azeri Forestry (PanForestal 2014)

6.2.3.3 Case Caucasus: Georgia
Transformation close to urban and rural Communities

Figure 21 Fieldtrip Findings of Georgian Forestry (PanForestal 2014)
6.3 How Resilient/Stable is the Stand?

The last paragraph made visible that the climatic situation in the Southern Caucasus is changing. This paragraph shows the consequences of this change concerning forest ecosystems and their management.

As discussed in various papers and stated for the Southern Caucasus region by Publications of UNPD\textsuperscript{xv}, WWF and others stated the \textit{Climate Change} will bring a shift of climatic zones at a so far unknown speed. Along with this shift of the climate the species-composition of forests will shift accordingly to their ecological niches. Some species will get extinct were their niche is getting to tight and where there is no corridor into a more optimal retreat area for them. The next graph shows the coherence of climate and niche of species\textsuperscript{xvi}:

![Graph showing climate and mortality of species](image)

\textbf{Figure 22 Climate and Mortality of Species (Allen et. al. 2010)}

This figure indicates that if a planning wants to mitigate the impact of a climatic change the planning body has to have information on the current status and tree species distribution.

6.4 Inventory what is the Status and what the Prospect

As there have already been forest inventory systems in place during the Soviet time – and in fact in some countries also thereafter – there is existing data about the forest areas. But as the 90’s in all of the Southern Caucasus countries lead to a vast societal and economic transformation with partly tremendous effects on their natural resources, this data is mostly not up to date.

As the Southern Caucasus forests are – regarded ecologically – amongst the richest but also most complex forest-ecosystems in the Northern Hemisphere this lacking data is one of the biggest obstacles for sustainable management. Because these systems are threatened by overexploitation and are hardly to valuate economically – consequently forest administrations
rather lack financial means. Those three premises lead to the necessity that an applicable forest inventory system has to:

- take into account the richness of biodiversity;
- and also the human pressure acting upon the forest;
- deliver a practical and very cost-efficient approach.

Although there are existing a lot of well-established forest inventory systems in the world – each inventory system applied in the Southern Caucasus has to be adapted to these mentioned points and most likely some further country specifics. One probably helpful pilot project is just started in the Borjomi region in Georgia where the Austrian Forest Service\(^4\) implementing an adaptive inventory and management scheme.

However as an adapting forest management requires information of what to adapt to an ongoing monitoring of changes and calamities outside of the above mentioned inventory would be a helpful start.

**Interactive Part:**

Which characteristics should a cost-efficient monitoring of calamities have to be easily applied by various forest professionals making sure that data filed by them is in the end comparable and easily shared?

Suggestions:

- Accessible via internet
- Transferable to databases
- Extendable (Categories, Names, etc.)

### 6.5 Including Climate Change in Management Planning

Adapting natural resource management to the climate change cannot be achieved only on the operational/stand level. Although this manual focusses on medium and lower levels it is obvious that some adaptations have to been applied on higher levels. In brief the following division was suggested in the European context\(^{xvii}\):

a) Policy level (Ministry):

- Design and implement inventory schemes that reflect ongoing changes of environmental and socio-economic factors (e.g. human population development, existing/ non-existing pasture management, illegal logging activities, etc.);
- Set overall objectives for Adaptive Forest Management (AFM), e.g.

\(^4\) On implementation of an adaptive inventory and forest management plan, please contact: Ms K. Metrevelli (kattinet@yahoo.com) / Mr. Winfried Suess (winfried.suess@bundesforste.at), Team Leader, Adaptive sustainable management of forests in Borjomi Region
i. “The area of XY shall bare a forest cover of 32% wherein 10% shall be strictly protected, 30% shall satisfy community needs, 20% if for professional timber harvesting, 40% shall be regenerated close to nature”

ii. “The genetic variance shall be guaranteed by strictly controlled provenience management via seed collection and nursery standards”;
- Ensure public information and awareness by campaigning and enable public participation by dialogue with NGOs.

b) Forest Administration:
- Make objectives of administration operational: Develop Maps of management areas – visualize the objectives in them – set species mixture ration in commercial and protection goals in protected forests;
- Organize/ collect/ analyse information from inventories;
- Develop a forest management (10-year) plan, taking into account the human development (e.g. community needs/changing conditions for tree species-suitability/ranges – control its perform and revise if necessary;
- Coordinate provenience management by accrediting nurseries (or start nurseries at Agricultural Universities/ Botanical Gardens) – integrate more dry-resistant proveniences when planting new/restoring stands;
- Prioritize and coordinate measures and resources according to plan/new circumstancens (calamities);

c) Forester / Stand-manager:
- Perform and control management plans;
- Monitor extraordinary changes (calamities & outcomes of measures like planting, fencing, etc.) – feed them back to Administration;
- Cooperate with local communities – collecting information on ongoing changes of natural resources (e.g. “Are your pastures getting dryer”; “Have you witnessed more landslides than you used to”; “Do you realized some plants vanished / or new plants appeared”; etc.) – sensitizing them for direct/indirect impacts of climate change;

As described this manual addresses mainly forestry professionals on the medium and lower level. The following decision matrix is designed for the medium level forest administration when analysing/interpreting actual inventory data or other information on stands and shall deliver exemplary orientation of the further planning:
Regarding this graph it is evident that there is a focus on human interaction with the natural resource. To manage this human-ecological interaction is the crucial success factor of each system were income-generation does rely on theses ecological resources. In other words: Cost-efficient sustainable management of natural resources can only achieved when management goals were agreed upon and in consequence controlled by the inhabitants of the area they are situated.

6.6 (Trans-)Form to Resilient Stands

The following scheme originates from a desk-top-study conducted by M. Garforth for the WWF at the start of the project. It summarizes steps for transforming a monoculture in to a resilient mixed stand.
6.7 Offering Resource Alternatives for Local Communities

To be completed after input of participants
7 Recommendation

To be completed after input of participants
8 Perspective

This is the final part of the training. Participants are taught to identify potential environmental and socio-economical dangers due to the ongoing climate change in their local region. This should aim at very precise cases in their forest management areas.
9 Annex Hand Outs

9.1 Starting Questionnaire

Date: Place:

When I think of climate change: …. (Please jot down three notes what you think when you hear Climate Change)
1. …

2. …

3. …

comes to my mind

Back to your everyday business
Which part of your everyday work could be affected by Climate Change:

Please jot down a few aspects
9.2 Case I – Forest Calamities in the Federal State Baden-Württemberg

The German constitution grants the federal states sovereignty about their forestry legislation – as long as they stay in the frame of the Federal Forest Act. So each federal state has formulated an own Land Forest Act accordingly on which forest owners have to orientate their management and the forest policies are stipulated.


In this case study the focus is laid on the federal state of Baden-Württemberg which has changed its forest policies in the last 25 years quite progressively. In the 1980’s more and more calamities hit the forestry sector of the country. Subsequently of the Acid Rain (caused by coal firing power plants, intensive animal husbandry and transport) a lot of the mountainous forests all over Germany suffered of the “Waldsterben” (Forest Dieback). Although the air pollution with SO₂ was reduced due to filters and catalysers the debate lingered on and produced a hypercritical public opinion against the forestry sector. At the same time the price for timber decreased as the timber-market was internationalised more and more. The 1990 started with the strongest storms by the name of “Vivian & Wiebke” that the sector experience so far. The storm years were always followed by insect calamities (mostly Ips typographus) which easily spread out in the damaged monoculture stands. The next figure shows clearly that:

- Although the share of spruce has been “only” 45% - its wind-throw share was significantly higher (63%)
- All the other tree species were damaged less than their share in the forest stands.

Figure 24 Left Tree Species Distribution before storm - Right Tree Species Share of Wind Throw (Source: MLR 2008, compiled PanForestal 2013)
The following figure shows the share of the so called “Randomly Harvest” (meaning caused by calamities) of the total cut since the early 80’s. The red arrows indicate climatic extreme events like storms and an extraordinary heat-wave in 2003.

![Graph of Randomly Harvest share on total cut]

Figure 25 Share of "Randomly Harvest" on total Cut (Source: Delb et. al 2013, modified PanForestal 2014)

Summarizing this case Baden-Württemberg’s forestry sector faced the following factors:

- **Environmental Frame:**
  - Acid Rain (due to intensive animal husbandry and Transport) causing Soil Acidification and in succession Forest Dieback
  - With dryer summers and after storms more and more Picea Abies – stands are seriously damaged by bark beetles

- **Social-Economical Frame:**
  - „Waldsterben“ (Forest Dieback)-Debate at early 1980´s creating hypercritical public opinion against Forestry Sector;
  - From 1980’s Wood prices were sinking – labour costs rising – the forestry sector did not work profitable anymore

- **Climate**
  - Less total precipitation
  - More heavy precipitation
  - More storms
  - Rising temperature
9.2.2 Interactive Part: Brainstorm on Solutions for the Case

In the next 60 minutes the audience shall:

- Form groups á 4-6 persons;
- Discuss the Case of the forestry sector under the following questions (20 min/group):
  - What are the priority fields of action?
  - How shall the forest administration react on the increasing calamities?
- Make a small presentation in their language (10min/group);
- Discuss presentation in their language (5min/Presentation).
This document is the sole responsibility of the Project on Increasing the Resilience of Forest Ecosystems against Climate Change in the Southern Caucasus through Forest Transformation and can in no way be taken to reflect the views of the European Union.
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